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Passages to America
The Andromeda Strain meets The Stand in this
startling and stunning thriller that brings to life a
unique vision of the apocalypse and plays brilliantly
with vampire mythology, revealing what becomes of
human society when a top-secret government
experiment spins wildly out of control. At an army
research station in Colorado, an experiment is being
conducted by the U.S. Government: twelve men are
exposed to a virus meant to weaponize the human
form by super-charging the immune system. But
when the experiment goes terribly wrong, terror is
unleashed. Amy, a young girl abandoned by her
mother and set to be the thirteenth test subject, is
rescued by Brad Wolgast, the FBI agent who has been
tasked with handing her over, and together they
escape to the mountains of Oregon. As civilization
crumbles around them, Brad and Amy struggle to
keep each other alive, clinging to hope and unable to
comprehend the nightmare that approaches with
great speed and no mercy. . . From the Hardcover
edition.

American Passages: A History of the
United States, Volume 1: To 1877, Brief
AMERICAN PASSAGES places a unique emphasis on
time as the defining nature of history--how events
lead to other events, actions, changes, and oftenunexpected outcomes. The authors offer students a
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sensible, step-by-step, compelling narrative with
balanced coverage of political, economic, social,
cultural, military, religious, and intellectual history.
Available in the following split options: AMERICAN
PASSAGES, BRIEF, Fourth Edition (Chapters 1-30),
ISBN: 978-0-495-90921-7; Volume I: To 1877
(Chapters 1-15), ISBN: 978-0-495-91520-1; Volume II:
Since 1865 (Chapters 15-30), ISBN:
978-0-495-91521-8. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook
version.

The Passage
With a unique attention to time as the defining nature
of history, CENGAGE ADVANTAGE BOOKS: AMERICAN
PASSAGES: A HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES, 4e,
offers students a view of American history as a
complete, compelling narrative. AMERICAN PASSAGES
emphasizes the intertwined nature of three key
characteristics of time--sequence, simultaneity, and
contingency. With clarity and purpose, the authors
convey how events grow from other events, people's
actions, and broad structural changes (sequence),
how apparently disconnected events occurred in close
chronological proximity to one another and were
situated in larger, shared contexts (simultaneity), and
how history suddenly pivoted because of events,
personalities, and unexpected outcomes
(contingency). To meet the demand for a low-cost,
high-quality survey text, CENGAGE ADVANTAGE
BOOKS: AMERICAN PASSAGES: A HISTORY OF THE
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UNITED STATES, 4e, offers readers the complete text
in an economically priced format. All volumes feature
a paperbound, two-color format that appeals to those
seeking a comprehensive, trade-sized history text.
Available in the following split options: CENGAGE
ADVANTAGE BOOKS: AMERICAN PASSAGES: A
HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES, Fourth Edition
(Chapters 1-32), ISBN: 978-0-547-16646-9; Volume I:
To 1877, (Chapters 1-16), ISBN: 978-0-547-16630-8;
Volume II: Since 1865, (Chapters 16-32), ISBN:
978-0-547-16628-5. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook
version.

Passages to Freedom
New York Times Bestseller In the most ambitious onevolume American history in decades, award-winning
historian and New Yorker writer Jill Lepore offers a
magisterial account of the origins and rise of a divided
nation, an urgently needed reckoning with the beauty
and tragedy of American history. Written in elegiac
prose, Lepore’s groundbreaking investigation places
truth itself—a devotion to facts, proof, and
evidence—at the center of the nation’s history. The
American experiment rests on three ideas—"these
truths," Jefferson called them—political equality,
natural rights, and the sovereignty of the people. And
it rests, too, on a fearless dedication to inquiry,
Lepore argues, because self-government depends on
it. But has the nation, and democracy itself, delivered
on that promise? These Truths tells this uniquely
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American story, beginning in 1492, asking whether
the course of events over more than five centuries
has proven the nation’s truths, or belied them. To
answer that question, Lepore traces the intertwined
histories of American politics, law, journalism, and
technology, from the colonial town meeting to the
nineteenth-century party machine, from talk radio to
twenty-first-century Internet polls, from Magna Carta
to the Patriot Act, from the printing press to Facebook
News. Along the way, Lepore’s sovereign chronicle is
filled with arresting sketches of both well-known and
lesser-known Americans, from a parade of presidents
and a rogues’ gallery of political mischief makers to
the intrepid leaders of protest movements, including
Frederick Douglass, the famed abolitionist orator;
William Jennings Bryan, the three-time presidential
candidate and ultimately tragic populist; Pauli Murray,
the visionary civil rights strategist; and Phyllis
Schlafly, the uncredited architect of modern
conservatism. Americans are descended from slaves
and slave owners, from conquerors and the
conquered, from immigrants and from people who
have fought to end immigration. "A nation born in
contradiction will fight forever over the meaning of its
history," Lepore writes, but engaging in that struggle
by studying the past is part of the work of citizenship.
"The past is an inheritance, a gift and a burden,"
These Truths observes. "It can’t be shirked. There’s
nothing for it but to get to know it."

U.S. History Documents Collection to
Accompany American Passages, a
History of the United States, Ayers [et
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Al.]: Since 1863
There are many theories about what caused the Great
Depression, and the truth is that there is no simple
answer. Rather, a perfect storm of events came
together and changed the lives of millions of people.
One of the first signs of this dark period was the stock
market crash in October 1929. In the aftermath, the
country fell into the Great Depression, the longest and
most significant economic depression since the Civil
War. Through most of the 1920s, the United States
economy was growing, and the stock market had
reached new highs. People were making money in the
stock market and having a grand time, so much so
that few noticed the dark clouds forming on the
horizon. By the end of the decade, industrial
production had begun to decline, while
unemployment was steadily rising. Stock market
prices were plummeting from their peak in September
1929, and sales reached a crescendo in late October.
On October 29, over sixteen million shares were
traded in just one day. Billions of dollars were lost,
with thousands of investors wiped out, and stock
tickers were running hours behind because they were
simply unequipped to manage this unprecedented
amount of trading. The crash was not the only cause
of the Great Depression, but it was certainly a
symptom of a larger set of problems. Earlier in 1929,
Herbert Hoover won the presidency under a wealth
and prosperity platform. He made several
unsuccessful attempts to prevent the economy from
weakening during his administration. Despite his best
efforts, banks continued to fail, and more Americans
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entered the ranks of unemployment. No one
understood the extent of this economic downturn. But
the election of 1932 brought Democrat Franklin D.
Roosevelt into the White House by a landslide.
Roosevelt wasted no time, proposing extensive
legislation called the New Deal to create new jobs,
revitalize the banks, and give hope to the American
people. Some of the New Deal programs were
successful, while other fell short; but by the end of
the 1930s, things had finally begun to improve.
However, it would take the massive spending required
during World War II for the economy to return to
where it was a decade before. Read about this
tumultuous period in American history by purchasing
the book The Great Depression - A Short History.
30-Minute Book Series Welcome to the eleventh book
in the 30-Minute Book Series. Books in this series are
fast-paced, accurate, and cover the story in as much
detail as a short book possibly can. You can complete
each work in less than an hour, which makes our
books a perfect companion for your lunch hour or
your commute home from work. About the Author
Doug West is a retired engineer, small business
owner, and an experienced non-fiction writer with
several books to his credit. His writing interests are
general, with special expertise in science,
biographies, and "How To" topics. Doug has a Ph.D. in
General Engineering from Oklahoma State University

The Great Depression
American Passages
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The Passage to Cosmos
Studyguide for American Passages
Forbidden Passages is the first book to document and
evaluate the impact of Moriscos—Christian converts
from Islam—in the early modern Americas, and how
their presence challenged notions of what it meant to
be Spanish as the Atlantic empire expanded.

Safe Passage
The universe has many secrets. It may hide additional
dimensions of space other than the familier three we
recognize. There might even be another universe
adjacent to ours, invisible and unattainable . . . for
now. Warped Passages is a brilliantly readable and
altogether exhilarating journey that tracks the arc of
discovery from early twentieth-century physics to the
razor's edge of modern scientific theory. One of the
world's leading theoretical physicists, Lisa Randall
provides astonishing scientific possibilities that, until
recently, were restricted to the realm of science
fiction. Unraveling the twisted threads of the most
current debates on relativity, quantum mechanics,
and gravity, she explores some of the most
fundamental questions posed by Nature—taking us
into the warped, hidden dimensions underpinning the
universe we live in, demystifying the science of the
myriad worlds that may exist just beyond our own.
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American Passages
Hundreds of thousands of captive Africans continued
their journeys after the Middle Passage across the
Atlantic. Colonial merchants purchased and then
transshipped many of these captives to other colonies
for resale. Drawing on a database of over seven
thousand intercolonial slave trading voyages
compiled from port records, newspapers, and
merchant accounts, O'Malley identifies and quantifies
the major routes of this intercolonial slave trade. He
argues that such voyages were a crucial component
in the development of slavery in the Caribbean and
North America and that trade in the unfree led to
experimentation with free trade between empires.

American Passages: A History of the
United States, Volume II: Since 1865
Why American History Is Not What They
Say
Final Passages
We have forgotten, and no longer teach or support,
that a very primary reason for the American
Revolution, for which blood was shed long before any
Declaration of Independence, was based upon class
and economic struggles. Attempts to prohibit wide
disparities in Wealth and Power were at the heart of
the Revolution and incorporated in the Documents of
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the time, the Articles of Confederation, our first
national constitution, most state constitutions, and
taken from the Articles of Confederation directly into
our Constitution of today. There they still sit, waiting
for us to enforce them. The American Revolution was
the first in the Americas to successfully challenge the
"one per centers" of its day, the super wealth and
powerful. Such "aristocrats" who survived it, including
many who became leaders of it, had to accept that
the governments of the states and the United States
now insisted, using the language commonly
understood of the times that they often supplied, on
placing a limit on social, political, legal and economic
inequality and power and influence. It is time to
enforce these basic constitutional principles to bring
about a more just society. If you agree, please share
this work wherever you can; in schools, libraries, on
talk shows, though the webs, in the courts and law
schools, in political campaigns and throughout the
fifth estate. The United States now needs to rekindle
an appreciation for these primary principles to bring
about a more egalitarian society promised us all. This
is not a book for the timid.

The Fourth Marker
In 1921, G. K. Chesterton set out for a year-long tour
of the United States. At every turn, he is reminded of
the heritage shared by the two countries. He is also
keenly aware of the differences which distinguish the
two nations and allow the possibility of genuine
friendship between the two nations. Written for a
British audience, the book is full criticism and praises,
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dreams and disappointments for America. It is a
timely book for Americans: to see what past great
things we have lost, what prophecies have come true,
and what hope we still have.

American Passages: A History of the
United States, Volume 2: Since 1865,
Brief
The History of Paraguay
Katherine Grandjean shows that the English conquest
of New England was not just a matter of consuming
territory, of transforming woods into farms. It entailed
a struggle to control the flow of information—who
could travel where, what news could be sent, over
which routes winding through the woods along the
early American communications frontier.

The Sailing Master, Book Two
AMERICAN PASSAGES places a unique emphasis on
time as the defining nature of history--how events
lead to other events, actions, changes, and oftenunexpected outcomes. The authors offer students a
sensible, step-by-step, compelling narrative with
balanced coverage of political, economic, social,
cultural, military, religious, and intellectual history.
Available in the following split options: AMERICAN
PASSAGES, BRIEF, Fourth Edition (Chapters 1-30),
ISBN: 978-0-495-90921-7; Volume I: To 1877
(Chapters 1-15), ISBN: 978-0-495-91520-1; Volume II:
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Since 1865 (Chapters 15-30), ISBN:
978-0-495-91521-8. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook
version.

American Heritage History of Young
America: 1783-1860
A History of Mediaeval and Modern Europe by Henry
E. Bourne. This book is a reproduction of the original
book published in 1905 and may have some
imperfections such as marks or hand-written notes.

Atlantic Passages
"A work from the Johnson Construction Co."

A History of Mediaeval and Modern
Europe
Explorer, scientist, writer, and humanist, Alexander
von Humboldt was the most famous intellectual of the
age that began with Napoleon and ended with
Darwin. With Cosmos, the book that crowned his
career, Humboldt offered to the world his vision of
humans and nature as integrated halves of a single
whole. In it, Humboldt espoused the idea that, while
the universe of nature exists apart from human
purpose, its beauty and order, the very idea of the
whole it composes, are human achievements: cosmos
comes into being in the dance of world and mind,
subject and object, science and poetry. Humboldt’s
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science laid the foundations for ecology and inspired
the theories of his most important scientific disciple,
Charles Darwin. In the United States, his ideas shaped
the work of Emerson, Thoreau, Poe, and Whitman.
They helped spark the American environmental
movement through followers like John Muir and
George Perkins Marsh. And they even bolstered
efforts to free the slaves and honor the rights of
Indians. Laura Dassow Walls here traces Humboldt’s
ideas for Cosmos to his 1799 journey to the Americas,
where he first experienced the diversity of nature and
of the world’s peoples—and envisioned a new
cosmopolitanism that would link ideas, disciplines,
and nations into a global web of knowledge and
cultures. In reclaiming Humboldt’s transcultural and
transdisciplinary project, Walls situates America in a
lively and contested field of ideas, actions, and
interests, and reaches beyond to a new worldview
that integrates the natural and social sciences, the
arts, and the humanities. To the end of his life,
Humboldt called himself “half an American,” but
ironically his legacy has largely faded in the United
States. The Passage to Cosmos will reintroduce this
seminal thinker to a new audience and return America
to its rightful place in the story of his life, work, and
enduring legacy.

Forbidden Passages
Young America is a star-spangled account of the
perilous, exuberant, dissension-filled first six decades
of the United States. The book opens with George
Washington's triumphant journey to New York City for
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his inauguration as first president of the United
States. It ends with Abraham Lincoln's solemn
farewell to Springfield as he takes a train to
Washington to become the sixteenth - and almost the
last - president of a country torn by the secession of
seven of its states. In between, historian Francis
Russell vividly details the events that first molded the
American way of life and gave the young nation the
will and ability to survive.

Southern Quakers and Slavery
To accomplish your course goals, use this study guide
to enhance your understanding of the text content
and to be better prepared for quizzes and tests. This
convenient manual helps you assimilate and master
the information encountered in the text through the
use of practice exercises and applications,
comprehensive review tools, and additional helpful
resources.

Cameos from English History, from Rollo
to Edward II.
History of the British Columbia gold rush.

Cengage Advantage Books: American
Passages: A History of the United States
Few things have defined America as much as slavery.
In the wake of emancipation the story of the
Underground Railroad has become a seemingly
irresistible part of American historical consciousness.
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This stirring drama is one Americans have needed to
tell and retell and pass on to their children. But just
how much of the Underground Railroad is real, how
much legend and mythology, how much invention?
Passages to Freedom sets out to answer this question
and place it within the context of slavery,
emancipation, and its aftermath. Published on the
occasion of the opening of the National Underground
Railroad Freedom Center in Cincinnati, Ohio, Passages
to Freedom brings home the reality of slavery's
destructiveness. This distinguished yet accessible
volume offers a galvanizing look at how the brave
journey out of slavery both haunts and inspires us
today.

The Cornerstone Brief
Washington Square, Worcester
Passage West
Never HIGHLIGHT a Book Again! Includes all testable
terms, concepts, persons, places, and events.
Cram101 Just the FACTS101 studyguides gives all of
the outlines, highlights, and quizzes for your textbook
with optional online comprehensive practice tests.
Only Cram101 is Textbook Specific. Accompanies:
9780495915201. This item is printed on demand.

The Cariboo Trail
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The Story of the First Trans-continental
Railroad
A Recommended Book from: Teen Vogue * Bustle *
Book Riot * The Millions A sweeping, vibrant first
novel following a family of Indian sharecroppers at the
onset of World War I, revealing a little-known part of
California history 1914: Ram Singh arrives in the
Imperial Valley on the Mexican border, reluctantly
accepting his friend Karak’s offer of work and
partnership in a small cantaloupe farm. Ram is
unmoored; fleeing violence in Oregon, he desperately
longs to return to his wife and newborn son in
Punjab—but he is duty bound to make his fortune
first. In the Valley, American settlement is still new
and the rules are ever shifting. Alongside Karak; Jivan
and his wife, Kishen; and Amarjeet, a U.S. soldier,
Ram struggles to farm in the unforgiving desert.
When he meets an alluring woman who has fought in
Mexico’s revolution, he strives to stay true to his wife.
The Valley is full of settlers hailing from other cities
and different continents. The stakes are high and
times are desperate—just one bad harvest or stolen
crop could destabilize a family. And as antiimmigrant sentiment rises among white residents, the
tensions of life in the west finally boil over. In her
ambitious debut novel, Rishi Reddi, award-winning
author of Karma and Other Stories, explores an
enduring question: Who is welcome in America?
Richly imagined and beautifully rendered, Passage
West offers a moving portrait of one man’s search for
home.
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American Passages: A History of the
United States, Volume 1: To 1877, Brief
Things unknown in 1763.--Had a traveler landed on
our shores in 1763 and made a journey through the
English colonies in America, he would have seen a
country utterly unlike the United States of today. The
entire population, white man and black, freeman and
slave, was not so great as that of New York or
Philadelphia or Chicago in our time. If we were to
write a list of all the things we now consider as real
necessaries of daily life and mark off those unknown
to the men of 1763, not one quarter would remain. No
man in the country had ever seen a stove, or a
furnace, or a friction match, or an envelope, or a
piece of mineral coal. From the farmer we should
have to take the reaper, the drill, the mowing
machine, and every kind of improved rake and plow,
and give him back the scythe, the cradle, and the
flail.

American Nations
An illuminating history of North America's eleven rival
cultural regions that explodes the red state-blue state
myth. North America was settled by people with
distinct religious, political, and ethnographic
characteristics, creating regional cultures that have
been at odds with one another ever since.
Subsequent immigrants didn't confront or assimilate
into an “American” or “Canadian” culture, but rather
into one of the eleven distinct regional ones that
spread over the continent each staking out mutually
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exclusive territory. In American Nations, Colin
Woodard leads us on a journey through the history of
our fractured continent, and the rivalries and alliances
between its component nations, which conform to
neither state nor international boundaries. He
illustrates and explains why “American” values vary
sharply from one region to another. Woodard (author
of American Character: A History of the Epic Struggle
Between Individual Liberty and the Common Good)
reveals how intranational differences have played a
pivotal role at every point in the continent's history,
from the American Revolution and the Civil War to the
tumultuous sixties and the "blue county/red county"
maps of recent presidential elections. American
Nations is a revolutionary and revelatory take on
America's myriad identities and how the conflicts
between them have shaped our past and are molding
our future. From the Hardcover edition.

What I Saw In America
More than twelve million immigrants, many of them
children, passed through Ellis Island's gates between
1892 and 1954. Children also came through the
"Guardian of the Western Gate," the detention center
on Angel Island in California that was designed to
keep Chinese immigrants out of the United States.
Based on the oral histories of fifty children who came
to the United States before 1950, this book chronicles
their American odyssey against the backdrop of World
Wars I and II, the rise and fall of Hitler's Third Reich,
and the hardships of the Great Depression. Ranging in
age from four to sixteen years old, the children hailed
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from Northern, Central, Eastern, and Southern
Europe; the Middle East; and China. Across ethnic
lines, the child immigrants' life stories tell a
remarkable tale of human resilience. The sources of
family and community support that they relied on,
their educational aims and accomplishments, their
hard work, and their optimism about the future are
just as crucial today for the new immigrants of the
twenty-first century. These personal narratives offer
unique perspectives on the psychological experience
of being an immigrant child and its impact on later
development and well-being. They chronicle the joys
and sorrows, the aspirations and achievements, and
the challenges that these small strangers faced while
becoming grown citizens.

A School History of the United States
History records only one peaceful transition of
hegemonic power: the passage from British to
American dominance of the international order. To
explain why this transition was nonviolent, Kori
Schake explores nine points of crisis between Britain
and the U.S., from the Monroe Doctrine to the unequal
“special relationship” during World War II.

American Passage
AMERICAN PASSAGES places a unique emphasis on
time as the defining nature of history--how events
lead to other events, actions, changes, and oftenunexpected outcomes. The authors offer students a
sensible, step-by-step, compelling narrative with
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balanced coverage of political, economic, social,
cultural, military, religious, and intellectual history.
Available in the following split options: AMERICAN
PASSAGES, BRIEF, Fourth Edition (Chapters 1-30),
ISBN: 978-0-495-90921-7; Volume I: To 1877
(Chapters 1-15), ISBN: 978-0-495-91520-1; Volume II:
Since 1865 (Chapters 15-30), ISBN:
978-0-495-91521-8. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook
version.

History of Company F, 1st Regiment, R.I.
Volunteers, During the Spring and
Summer of 1861
With a unique attention to time as the defining nature
of history, AMERICAN PASSAGES offers students a
view of American history as a complete, compelling
narrative. AMERICAN PASSAGES emphasizes the
intertwined nature of three key characteristics of time
sequence, simultaneity, and contingency. With clarity
and purpose, the authors convey how events grow
from other events, people's actions, and broad
structural changes (sequence), how apparently
disconnected events occurred in close chronological
proximity to one another and were situated in larger,
shared contexts (simultaneity), and how history
suddenly pivoted because of events, personalities,
and unexpected outcomes (contingency). Important
Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available
in the ebook version.
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Warped Passages
Established by the American Colonization Society in
the early nineteenth century as a settlement for free
people of color, the West African colony of Liberia is
usually seen as an endpoint in the journeys of those
who traveled there. In Atlantic Passages, Robert
Murray reveals that many Liberian settlers did not
remain in Africa but returned repeatedly to the United
States, and he explores the ways this movement
shaped the construction of race in the Atlantic world.
Tracing the transatlantic crossings of AmericoLiberians between 1820 and 1857, in addition to
delving into their experiences on both sides of the
ocean, Murray discusses how the African neighbors
and inhabitants of Liberia recognized significant
cultural differences in the newly arrived African
Americans and racially categorized them as ?whites.?
He examines the implications of being perceived as
simultaneously white and black, arguing that these
settlers acquired an exotic, foreign identity that
escaped associations with primitivism and enabled
them to claim previously inaccessible privileges and
honors in America. Highlighting examples of the ways
in which blackness and whiteness have always been
contested ideas, as well as how understandings of
race can be shaped by geography and cartography,
Murray offers many insights into what it meant to be
black and white in the space between Africa and
America.

Middle Passage
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The Sailing Master-Book Two: The Long Passage
Readers will happily yield to the spell cast by Book
Two without having to first read Book One! Conflict.
Love. Commitment & Betrayal . . . all abound in this
intrepid novel of the sea set in the Golden Age of Sail.
The looming shadow of the Napoleonic War dims the
waning glow of the Enlightenment, yet Owen Harriet's
heartfelt narrative provides insight into the human
condition. And an overarching question emerges . . .
is this chronicle simply the story of a man, or of an
entire age? From the opening broadside at the Battle
of the Nile to the ironic conclusion off Ushant, Owen
continues to come of age, maintaining a steadfast
relationship with his beloved mentor, Ignatius Comet
Lau, HMS Eleanor's esteemed Sailing Master. Deep
within French Indochina. Lost on the Mekong River.
Owen befriends an inscrutable boy monk, only to fall
prey to a demonic French privateer. A powerful
enigma continues to haunt Owen and he begins to
understand. A premonition of unknown origin? An
Oracle? Or a remnant calling from his own childhood
imagination.

These Truths: A History of the United
States
With a supernatural undercurrent, The Fourth Marker
is the story of an elderly man, Gabriel Townsend,
whose spirit is being crushed between the metaphoric
anvil of his pragmatic views and the falling hammer of
his wife's pending death. The story revolves around a
family, the Townsends, whose heritage is partly
Native American.The United States' Indian Removal
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Act of 1830, which resulted in the Trail of Tears
episode in American history, required all indigenous
people, with few exceptions, to leave their tribal lands
in the southeast and east, along the eastern
seaboard. Some Lenape (Delaware) tribal members
on the Delmarva Peninsula as well as other areas in
the east, defied the government and remained on
their ancestral lands, hiding from authorities in the
Great Pocomoke Forest, outlying islands, and swamps
on the southern peninsula.A conscious decision to
"hide in plain sight" or not, they eventually
intermarried and bred with local whites, AfricanAmericans, and mulattoes. Many families whose ties
to Delmarva date back a hundred years or more share
a heritage with those aboriginal people; however, the
prejudice and racial bias of a bygone era caused
many to ignore – even deny – their lineage.In the
story, while a child on the family farm during the
Great Depression, Gabe Townsend rejected legends of
his Native American ancestors and ignored
miraculous cures of family members. Gabe's halfbreed grandfather, Noopah, tried to teach him tribal
legends and the old ways, explaining that, after most
Indians had been killed or driven from their lands by
the Army and settlers, tribal elders returned to their
lands in spirit form after their deaths. They dwelled at
a sacred hill on the family's land and protected their
descendants from early death and white man's
diseases.During those years, three family members
were cured of life-threatening diseases, but Gabe's
mother blindly credited their recoveries to the
nascent field of modern medicine. After each
recovery, a person of evil character and not of tribal
blood disappeared, followed by the mysterious
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appearance of a wood marker on the sacred tribal hill.
Yet, despite those events and Noopah's words, Gabe
adhered to his mother's intractable views.Now facing
the loss of his wife, he relives his childhood memories,
guided by the spirit of his grandfather from beyond –
well beyond – the grave. Finally understanding the
truth of long ago, he decides to beg the tribal spirits
to take his life in exchange for his wife's, aware that a
fourth marker would signify his own life – and
death.As Gabe's father noted, "some understand only
what they see; others see only what they
understand." The Fourth Marker highlights this most
human of vices against the backdrop of Native
American legends with ample helpings of farm life
during the Great Depression.

Time Passages
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